Asst. Foreman
Filing to Begin
1st Week In Sept.

Sanitation Study Course Begins

By ROGER L. LEAHEAD

The final notice for the exam-ination for promotion to Assistant Foreman, NYC Department of Sanitation, will be published and the receipt of applications will be the first week of next month, possibly Thursday, September 5. (The text of the notice, except for the dates of the filing period, was published in the July 30 issue.

The written test will be held on October 15.

Also, a promotion examination for Parvy, office of the Two Borough Presidents, will be announced at the same time. This is a practical test only. There will be no written exam.

The Auto Engravers have pro-duced a new O'Dwyer and NYC Civil Service Commission exam. It is eligible to all those in the title of eligibility for the Assistant Foreman exam. They

(Continued on Page 12)

New Steno-Typist Exam for Lowest Grades Planned

By CHARLES SULLIVAN

WASHINGTON, Aug. 27—The new rule for Civil Service, now almost two months late in issuance, has finally been served to the LEADER and the U. S. Civil Service Commission. They will be issued after

the return of President Truman. The rules were scheduled for issuance late in August, but were delayed by the refusal of the Budget Bureau to accept certain provisions and the veto by President Truman on the basis of these objections.

Also, a promotion examination for Steno-Typist, office of the Two Borough Presidents, will be announced at the same time. This is a practical test only. There will be no written exam.

The Auto Engravers have pro-duced a new O'Dwyer and NYC Civil Service Commission exam. It is eligible to all those in the title of eligibility for the Assistant Foreman exam. They

(Continued on Page 12)

Survey of State Institutions
Asked In Report on Conditions: Craig Colony Called Typical

A statement by members of the Craig Colony Council of the As-sociation of State Civil Service Employees requisitioned the recommendation of the institution and made recom-mendations for improvements. It follows in full:

A careful survey of services and personnel at Craig Colony by members of the Association of State Civil Service Employees reveals the following conditions, and leads to the recommendation for a thorough review of services and personnel at all State institutions by the State Department of Mental Hygiene, the State Director of the Budget, the State Civil Serv-ice Board, the State Classification Board, and the State Personnel Board. Observations and recom-

mandations are presented in a wholly constructive and coopera-tive spirit. The Association feels strongly that prompt attention to the matter of adequate per-sonnel and of sound policy is essential. (Continued on Page 4)

Displaced Vets May Apply Now; All Others Later

WASHINGTON, Aug. 27—The popular Federal (Postal) examination for Railway Mail Clerk has been reopened for disabled veterans, and will be opened for all others in about two months, it was announced today by The LEADER.

The exam was especially opened for the in-state preference—applicants—because of a legal technicality. The last time the examination was given was in June, 1945. At that time, however, there was a great shortage of applicants. It was therefore possible for the Commission to order a reopening of the examination on the interest of veterans before calling a new general ex-

(Continued on Page 1)

600 Police Jobs From New List
Due on Sept. 25

The first appointments from the new NYC Police list will be made on or about September 25, when 600 men will be sworn in as Probationary Patrolmen and will begin their training course at the Police Academy.
Suns Heads Chapter at Wantagh

The regular meeting of the Long Island Inter-County State Civil Service Employees Association was held at Wantagh. The Monthly meeting was called to order by President Joseph Kleinmeier. An executive session followed.

Siems Heads Chapter at Wantagh

Mr. Siems, President; Max Milett, Associate Secretary; Joseph E. Clancy, Secretary; Edward Seibold, Second Vice-president; Edward Seibold, Third Vice-president; and J. J. Fisher, Assistant Secretary, were elected to serve another term.

Delegates to the annual meeting of the Association, to be held in Albany on October 15, were appointed as follows: Mrs. Scroggins, President; Mrs. Wilkins, Second Vice-president; and Alfred M. Allen, Third Vice-president.

The annual Summer Dance will be held on Wednesday, August 28.

THOMAS INDIAN UNVEILS PLAQUE

Dr. Thomas Indian School, Cheektowaga, held its annual Picnic on Wednesday, August 28. The invitation committee, The Membership Committee of the Association of State Civil Service Employees, invited the large group of guests at a cavalcade of horses, cars, and other gifts. The picnic was well attended.

NAPANOCHE SHOWS GUESTS HOW IT BENEFITS INMATES

Special to The Leader

NAPANOCHE, Aug. 27—The inmates of the Institution for Male Defective Delinquents at Napanoch played host to a distinguished group of guests on Sunday, and obtained much education, training and treatment. It was arranged by Mayor Thomas J. Hasken, Superintendent, and supervised by Mr. Hasken.

The program consisted of a panorama review of the 90 inmates in action, a display of the complex system of machinery necessary in the process of reclamation of human beings, otherwise relegated to idiocy and inhumanity.

The sincere cooperation of efforts of the institution in the well-planned and carefully executed activities of education in social, moral, vocational and recreational activities was manifestly evident in the excellence of the inmates throughout the long afternoon program.

Guests Are Amazed

The program was repeated in the afternoon. The guests were given a personal view of the inmates in action, a display of the machinery, and the entire system of education.

The guests were entertained at breakfast, luncheon, and dinner. Mr. Hasken entertained the guests throughout the institution.

Several of the inmates were appointed to office for the unexpired terms of those who were elected to serve another term.

Back Pay Awaited

Bridesman and Biviers in the Hobart Hotel—The Hobart Hotel is making arrangements for guests who are awaiting checks for extra hours during the preceding wage decision.

APITUDE TESTS

Special to The Leader

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.—The aptitude tests for the new recruits in the State Department of Correction are being prepared by Captain Lloyd Williams, Warden, and other members of the staff. The tests will be administered to the new recruits at the Hobart Hotel on Wednesday, August 28.

A Friendly Neighbor To Civil Service Personnel

Coal Mining Industry

Just a step from city, state and federal government.

The Coal Mining Industry is an employer for mining workers throughout the United States. It is an employer of labor and offers a variety of employment opportunities. The union is composed of members who are employed in the mining industry. The union is the largest labor organization in the country and has a long history of achieving benefits for its members. It is an effective advocate for its members and promotes the interests of the industry.

The union represents coal miners and other workers in the mining industry and works to improve their working conditions and quality of life. It advocates for fair and safe working conditions, high wages, and benefits such as health care and retirement plans.

The union is affiliated with the United Mine Workers of America and is committed to promoting the interests of coal miners. It is an active participant in the national labor movement and works to improve the lives of workers in the mining industry.

The union is dedicated to upholding the rights of workers and ensuring that they are treated fairly and with respect. It is committed to advocating for policies that benefit workers and their families.
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CRAIG COLONY CHAPTER SURVEYS CONDITIONS AND NEEDS OF EPILEPTICS

CRAIG COLONY CHAPTER SURVEYS CONDITIONS AND NEEDS OF EPILEPTICS

The Craig Colony Chapter of the Association of State Civil Servants has performed a valuable service in reporting on the

conditions and needs of the inmates. Many conditions are found to be unsatisfactory, and new medical knowledge is needed promptly and plans for their cure. The People of the State are demanding in ever larger numbers for the cure of the Inmates is made to

LARGE PROGRAM IS ESSENTIAL

Drugs alone are almost useless in the treatment of epilepsy. The large program of medical and nursing care is essential and this means trained and

CRAIG COLONY CHAPTER SURVEYS CONDITIONS AND NEEDS OF EPILEPTICS
Survey of Institutions Requested

Craig Colony Workers
Cite Own Conditions
As Typical In State

(Continued from Page 1)

administration in State insti-
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condition requires.
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In some infirmaries there are
about 220 patients, a large number of helpless crippled and
imbecile patients work is required to care for 36
helpless patients, another 220
are caring for 24 children in
In one
infirmary with 214 pa-
tients, one nurse is actually caring for patients for
the 26 hospitai.
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Institutions Called Understaffed

There is much complaining and dissatisfaction among ward employees who feel that although great demands are made on them during this employee shortage, nothing is being done to alleviate the condition.

Because of the shortage of personnel, an additional load is put on the personnel remaining. An overworked, dissatisfied employee and making him as sympathetic for the troublesome labor situation as possible. This situation is an indication of the conditions that are confronting the State. Because of the above conditions, morale of the understaffed State hospital employees is at all time low.

In order to reduce any existing situation in this hospital, more work should be issued for attendance, student attendance, nursing, laundry nursing, and supernumerary personnel. These positions will be made attractive enough to attract possible employees to fill them.

UNIFORM WORK WEEK

The established work week for employees in private institutions who work for employees in the Federal service is forty (40) hours. There is severe discrimination among workers employed by the State, Federal, and even some among workers employed by the same Department.

Ward employees, such as

MANGERS, CARA, BILLS, CLERKS, SMITHS, ETC., are required to work 48 hours per week. The occupational therapy department works 36, 38, 40, and 45 hours per week. Employes in the Farm and Obstetrical departments are required to work even longer.

Because of the shortage of personnel, an additional load is put on the personnel remaining. An overworked, dissatisfied employee and making him sympathetic for the troublesome labor situation as possible. This situation is an indication of the conditions that are confronting the State. Because of the above conditions, morale of the understaffed State hospital employees is at all time low.

In order to reduce any existing situation in this hospital, more work should be issued for attendance, student attendance, nursing, laundry nursing, and supernumerary personnel. These positions will be made attractive enough to attract possible employees to fill them.
A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK

NEVER did anything worth doing by accident, nor did any significant invention come by accident; they came by work.—Thomas A. Edison.
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The LEADER is the only weekly paper devoted to the interests of public employees throughout the United States, Canada, and many other, unless the line is held.

Specious arguments do not pay the butcher and the grocer. Fixed budgeting is the one corollary to the public employee whose income is not sufficient to keep his family decently clothed, housed and fed.

The Federal employee is told to wait until Congress reconvenes. The State employee looks to the Legislature. The city worker waits for the next election.

Estimates are accessible, but are themselves plagued by the rising cost of municipal operations. Budget Director Thomas J. Patterson is studying the extent of appropriations made during the first six months of the 1946-47 fiscal year. The situation in all branches of Government is one in which local budgeting, because of circumstances, must be bridged faster than present methods permit.

The situation in all branches of Government is one which calls for a sharp rise in salaries, based on the present index. The gap between living costs and weekly income must be bridged faster than present methods permit.

Arthur J. Gifford, of the Rockland State Hospital Chapter, feels like the chairman of the bandwagon when an employee gets an increase. He says:

"Every employee was dissatisfied in the past. We got the benefit of doubt." But he also feels like the chairman of the bandwagon. Every employee was dissatisfied in the past. We got the benefit of doubt.

President Gifford still feels that there is a wide field of activities as President, Vice-president, secretary and treasurer, when his officers were called to the colors.

The State employee looks to the Legislature for the solution. The city employee looks to the city council or board of aldermen. Budget Director Thomas J. Patterson is studying the extent of appropriations made during the first six months of the 1946-47 fiscal year. The situation in all branches of Government is one in which local budgeting, because of circumstances, must be bridged faster than present methods permit.

The situation in all branches of Government is one which calls for a sharp rise in salaries, based on the present index. The gap between living costs and weekly income must be bridged faster than present methods permit.
Civilian Jobs in Pacific Offered
By Army in 60 Different Titles

WASHINGTON. Aug. 27—If an
employee of Government service
leaves his position, there is a
legal possibility that he may have
any leave to his credit extending
at the new rates, because the law
provides there as in the case of
furloughs. However, if the employee
leaves Government service, the
employee is receiving another
benefit?
The individual is receiving another
benefit?

a. $8,500. fall Mr. Gaffney,

b. $8,500. fall Mr. Gaffney,

The Safe and Quick Way
A satisfied customer is our best
selling point. Our training is for
to veterans and civil service employees.
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Key Date Set
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FBI Offers Jobs in Nine Specialties

Cryptanalyst

The holding of this position requires a knowledge of cryptography and cryptanalysis. This is a major field of scientific investigation. The holder of this position will be required to advise the field of cryptography and cryptanalysis of the new developments in the field of cryptography and cryptanalysis. The position is not open to all applicants; the position is open to all applicants who have a degree in mathematics or physics or a closely related field. The position is not open to all applicants; the position is open to all applicants who have a degree in mathematics or physics or a closely related field.

Application for $100 to $150. Application for $150 to $200.
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1,800 Students Added; College Jobs Increase

As part of Mayor O'Dwyer's program of maximum assistance to veterans, the Board of Estimate on Tuesday approved a grant of $363,574 to the Board of Higher Education to enable the addition of another 1,800 undergraduate veterans and applicants of draft age at the universities.

Nearly all of the extra funds will be used to pay salaries of additional Instructors, Clerks and Stenographers. Clerks will start at $1,800; Stenographers at $1,869. People interested in these jobs should apply to the suitable managers, offices: City College, at 139th Street and Convent Avenue, Manhattan; Brooklyn College at Bedford Avenue and Avenue B, Brooklyn; Queens College at 115th Street and 42nd Avenue, Flushing, N. Y.; and Hunter College at 555 West 21st Street, New York.

CANDIDATES WAIT NOTICE IN FIRE TEST

The 4,574 candidates in the NYC Fireman examination, who passed the written test, are awaiting notice to appear for the medical examinations.

At press time, the Civil Service Commission was examining the papers and setting the order in which the men are to be called to the Commissioner's office.

The written examinations were not yet mailed out to the unsuccessful contestants in the written test.

The official pass mark in the radio police exam was 71% and a mark of 85% was passed in the written test on the fire prevention and protection exams.

The examinations were supervised by Joe Gunther, our Chief Instructor.

The commission has announced that the written examinations for the fireman's exam were held last Monday.

The examination included 75 questions of which 60 would be answered on the basis of the correct answer.
PERMANENT GOVERNMENT JOBS

START $145 TO $250 MONTH
PREPARE IMMEDIATELY
IN YOUR OWN HOME

FOR MANY NEARBY EXAMINATIONS

THOUSANDS OF PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS
EXPECTED SOON

VETERANS GET SPECIAL PREFERENCE
Full Particulars and 32-Page Civil Service Book FREE

Mail Coupon Today—Sure
Write your name and address on coupon and mail all care. This may result in your getting a big paid U. S. Government Job.

FREIGHT

522 WEST 42nd ST. N.Y. 5-919
PROMOTION EXAMS AWAITED;
NO ACTION YET ON 78 ORDERED

The promotion examinations, which have been ordered by the Municipal Civil Service Commission, are expected to move ahead now that the Commission has been reorganized.

President Ferdinand Q. Morton has given promotion tests the green light, and the first promotions under the new Commission are expected to be made.

The following 28 promotion tests have been ordered:

15. Public Employment, Borough of Bronx.
17. Public Employment, Borough of Bronx.
18. Public Employment, Borough of Richmond.
20. Public Employment, Borough of Richmond.
22. Public Employment, Borough of Richmond.
23. Public Employment, Borough of Bronx.
27. Public Employment, Borough of Bronx.

The promotion tests will be administered as follows:

15. Public Employment, Borough of Bronx.
17. Public Employment, Borough of Bronx.
18. Public Employment, Borough of Richmond.
20. Public Employment, Borough of Richmond.
22. Public Employment, Borough of Richmond.
23. Public Employment, Borough of Bronx.
27. Public Employment, Borough of Bronx.

The tests will be given at the Municipal Civil Service Commission Building, 109 Van Buren Street, New York City.
NEW YORK to Ease Promotion Test Rules

A public hearing will be held by the New York City Civil Service Commission on September 4, at 269 Broadway, Manhattan, on a proposal to ease the eligibility requirements in promotional examinations.

The commission proposes that in all groups, except the Clerical, Police and Fire services, experience would suffice for promotion from the lowest grade to any two years for higher grades. Budget Police and Traffic Patrolmen who had been holding out for a two-year experience would be going along with the Commission's recommendation as part of a new rule.

Ruling Aids Seniority in NYC Transit

Many employees of the New York City Board of Transportation, who were formerly exclusively exempt from BMT and IRT systems, gain seniority credits under a new ruling of the Municipal Civil Service Commission.

In a letter to the Board of Transportation, the commission stated: "The Commission has recently considered the Martin H. Ar Die BMT and the IRT Board of Transportation on April 26, 1937. The purpose of the BMT for 1937 until the end of the year, and the CIT as the result of the initiative of Assistant Manager. Officer, is now under the seniority and record for the Federal Civil Service Commission. The Commission has on the record that every year after separation from the BMT or IRT should be entitled to claim record and seniority credit.""}

A few months ago, a book was submitted to us for publication. The book was very well written and by the time we finished reading the first chapter we decided we had found a gold mine of "inside facts" that were sure to sell. We are going to let you read the first chapter of this book so you can get an idea how much money you can make with this book.

The book is called "The Secret of Winning" and it teaches you how to make money by selling this book to other people. It shows you how to sell the book and how to make a profit from it.

Now, we are not going to tell you everything in this book, but we are going to give you a few tips on how to make money with it.

1. Find a group of people who are interested in the book. This could be a book club, a group of friends, or any other group of people who are interested in the book.
2. Find a location where you can sell the book. This could be a bookstore, a library, or any other place where people are likely to be interested in the book.
3. Set a price for the book. You can set a price that is higher than the cost of the book, but make sure you are not charging too much.
4. Promote the book. You can promote the book through social media, flyers, or any other method that you think will work.
5. Keep track of your sales. This will help you see how well the book is selling and if you need to change anything.

We will keep you updated on the progress of this book and let you know how much money you can make with it. If you are interested in selling this book, please contact us and we will give you more information.

**Help Wanted—Male and Female**

**ARCHITECTS**—MALE OR FEMALE. New York City Subway System. Assistant Architects—provisional vacancies exists in our New York City Subway System for architects. The minimum qualifications are: three years experience in architectural design and preparation of working drawings and plans of buildings. Five days day shift with seven payments a year, health and accident insurance, and other workmen's compensation benefits. Salary, $3,000.

**AIRCRAFT ARCHITECTS—promotion.** Apply to: Mr. E. F. Bacon, 216 Sixth Avenue, New York City. University of aviation of four years for full-time work. Applicants must be graduates of New York City Subway System and have either one year's experience in architectural design or two years' experience in the preparation of working drawings and plans of buildings. Salary, $3,000, plus benefits.

**MEDICAL MANAGERS**—male or female. New York City Subway System. Position: Medical Manager. Responsibilities include the supervision of medical services, including the provision of medical care to employees and their families. Requirements: at least five years of experience in medical management, preferably in the public sector. Salary, $40,000, plus benefits.

**MATERIALS MANAGERS**—male or female. New York City Subway System. Position: Materials Manager. Responsibilities include the procurement and management of materials and supplies for the system. Requirements: at least five years of experience in materials management, preferably in the public sector. Salary, $40,000, plus benefits.

**PERSONAL SHOPPERS**—male or female. New York City Subway System. Position: Personal Shopper. Responsibilities include the procurement and management of materials and supplies for the system. Requirements: at least five years of experience in personal shopping, preferably in the public sector. Salary, $40,000, plus benefits.

**STORE KEEPERS**—male or female. New York City Subway System. Position: Store Keeper. Responsibilities include the management of the inventory of materials and supplies for the system. Requirements: at least five years of experience in store keeping, preferably in the public sector. Salary, $40,000, plus benefits.

**ENGINEERS**—male or female. New York City Subway System. Position: Engineer. Responsibilities include the design and management of the electrical systems for the system. Requirements: at least five years of experience in engineering, preferably in the public sector. Salary, $40,000, plus benefits.

**HELP WANTED—Male**

**EX-GL**

125th Street, New York City, 241-3520.

**WOODHOUSE HOTEL**

21 West 47th St., New York City, 272-2200.

**HELP WANTED—Female**

**RESEARCH OFFICER**

For Research Officer for Manager in Restaurant Chain.

**HELP WANTED—Employees**

For help wanted, apply to: Mr. E. F. Bacon, 216 Sixth Avenue, New York City. University of aviation of four years for full-time work. Applicants must be graduates of New York City Subway System and have either one year's experience in architectural design or two years' experience in the preparation of working drawings and plans of buildings. Salary, $3,000, plus benefits.

**CLERICAL TYPISTS**

**5-Day Week**

**40 Hours**

**Permanente**

THE NAMM STORE

FULTON AT 80TH STS. BROOKLYN

**EASY WAY TO EARN EXTRA MONEY**

The Reader's Digest offers you an opportunity to earn extra money by selling our publications. This is a flexible, part-time job that can fit into your schedule. You will be asked to sell our publications at retail outlets, such as supermarkets, drugstores, and other retail establishments. You will receive a commission for each sale you make. This is a great way to earn extra money and a great way to learn the sales business.

**HELP WANTED—Female**

**CLERICAL WORKERS**

Legible Typewriting

Brighton Laundry

12345 Main St., New York City, 876-5432.
The regulations for the medical and physical tests in the NYC Fireman examination:

- Regulations:
  - The results of the medical examination must be reported in writing to the candidate.
  - The examination is conducted by the Civil Service Commission.
  - The examination includes:
    - Blood pressure
    - Chest examination
    - Physical examination
    - Drug screening
    - Mental examination

- Physical Examination:
  - The physical examination is competitive and there are no circumstances under which the candidate may be relieved from responding.
  - The candidate must be able to work all hours of the day and night.

- Medical Examination:
  - The candidate must be able to work all hours of the day and night.
  - The candidate must pass the physical examination.

- Drug Screening:
  - The candidate must pass the drug screen.

- Mental Examination:
  - The candidate must pass the mental examination.

- Conditions for Rejection:
  - Short Height
  - Abdominals
  - Blood Pressure

- Acceptance:
  - The candidate must be accepted by the Civil Service Commission.

- Appeal:
  - The candidate has the right to appeal the decision.

- Notification:
  - The candidate will be notified of the results of the examination.

- Final Notice:
  - The candidate will receive a final notice.

- Recruitment:
  - The candidate will be recruited for the position.

- Employment:
  - The candidate will be employed.

- Orientation:
  - The candidate will complete the orientation program.

- Evaluation:
  - The candidate will be evaluated.

- Retirement:
  - The candidate will be eligible for retirement.

- Benefits:
  - The candidate will receive benefits.

- Additional Information:
  - The candidate will receive additional information.

- Contact Information:
  - The Civil Service Commission will provide contact information.
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Under the Helmet

That amendment to the O.U. Bill by House Rep. Jack McCormick, third reading edition on "On-the-Job" substi-tuent training was approved by the Senate. The bill, which has been authored by Rep. Jack McCormick, would provide for the training of employees in their own jobs. The bill has been referred to the Senate's Committee on Education and Labor.

INSTRUCTION SURVEY IS ASKED

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 5)

Recommendations

We believe our claims to be sound, and therefore make the following comments:

1. No one individual case is in greatest need of State assistance. Each report should be considered on its own merits. However, in those cases where the injury is serious and the individual is likely to require long-term care, the State should be made aware of the situation.

2. There is an increased need for full medical and psychological evaluation of those individuals who have been injured. This is especially true where there is a history of psychiatric illness.

3. The State should be made aware of any cases where an individual is being denied compensation because of the cost of care. The State should be able to provide financial assistance in such cases.

4. There is a need for more research into the causes of occupational injuries. This research should be conducted in cooperation with the Department of Labor and the State Medical Society.

5. The State should be made aware of any cases where an individual is being denied compensation because of the cost of care. The State should be able to provide financial assistance in such cases.

6. The State should be made aware of any cases where an individual is being denied compensation because of the cost of care. The State should be able to provide financial assistance in such cases.

7. The State should be made aware of any cases where an individual is being denied compensation because of the cost of care. The State should be able to provide financial assistance in such cases.

8. The State should be made aware of any cases where an individual is being denied compensation because of the cost of care. The State should be able to provide financial assistance in such cases.

9. The State should be made aware of any cases where an individual is being denied compensation because of the cost of care. The State should be able to provide financial assistance in such cases.

10. The State should be made aware of any cases where an individual is being denied compensation because of the cost of care. The State should be able to provide financial assistance in such cases.
Approximately 200 provisional Grade 2 Clerks in NYC departments will be displaced by eligibles who passed the recent promotion examination to Clerk, Grade 2, and by others who are on existing lists for Grade 1 positions.

A resolution of the Commission abolished Grade 1 of the Clerical Service and made Grade 2 the entrance level, up to and including $1,800 a year. There was no minimum established for Grade 2. In some cases, persons on the graded list will have the opportunity of effecting transfer to another department by replacing a provisional. Also, many persons who passed the promotion examination to Clerk, Grade 2 examination are those in those Attendance Service who will now have an opportunity to change their status to clerical employees.

However, this action will not take place until the resolution which the City Commission passed on August 6 is signed by Mayor O'Dwyer and approved by the State Civil Service Commission. The dates of promulgation of the original lists will be used in determining the order of certification.

---

**DOWN AGAIN!**

**Electric Rate Cut**

**saves our customers**

$5,430,800 a year

For the second time within ten months, and in the face of higher prices for most other things, Consolidated Edison announces another major reduction in its electric rates.

The cost of electricity in this area has come down steadily—in line with this company's aim to give New Yorkers the finest utility service at the lowest possible cost. Today the price of electricity is at the lowest point in the city's history.

This reduction, added to the previous rate cut of $6,300,000 announced last December, comes just at the time when new electric appliances are appearing in Cooperating Dealers' stores—to help New Yorkers enjoy more comforts and conveniences, electrically, in their homes, offices, stores, and industries.

**EFFECTIVE AUGUST 15, 1946**

The new reduced electric rates are effective for residential, religious and general classes of users as of August 15, 1946. Bills based on meter readings of that date and after will have the full benefit of the rate cut.